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1. INTRODUCTION 
Various Pick-Julia theorems for funtional calculus and for operator- 
valued analytic functions of a complex variable have been proved by Fan 
[2, 31 and Ando and Fan [l]. In the present paper, the Pick-Julia 
theorems for (Frechet-) holomorphic maps of bounded symmetric 
homogeneous domains and of generalized right half-planes in J*-algebras 
and in complex Hilbert spaces are obtained. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let H and K be complex Hilbert spaces, let Y(H, K) denote the Banach 
space of all bounded linear operators from H to K with the operator norm 
and let ‘u c T(H, K) be a J*-algebra, i.e., a closed complex linear subspace 
of Y(H, K) such that XX*XE Cu whenever XE Cu. For details, see Harris 
c41. 
Let 
‘u,= {XEW /IX/I < 1) 
and, if a J*-algebra ‘u contains a nonzero partial isometry V, let 
‘B3,= {TW%:REX>Oj 
where 
REX=2Re V*X-X*(1,- VV*)X+IH- V*V’. 
Here I, and I, denote the identity maps on H and K, respectively, and 
Re X denotes the real part of an operator XE LZ(H, H), i.e., Re X= 
f(X+ A-*). 
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As is shown (see [4]), ‘+X0 is a bounded symmetric homogeneous 
domain. The unbounded convex domain 23, plays the role of the 
generalized right half-plane. 
For X, ZE’?&, let 
where 
A,=I,-Z*Z, 
and for X, ZE’B,,, let 
W,(X)=(ii‘iiZ)(Z,+Z*V)-’ P,/,,,(REX))’ 
x P,,,,(Z,+ v*z)-’ (62 z)*, 
where 
6? Z= A,“4(1, + V*Z)“2 (RE Z)-1’2 (I, + Z* V)“2 A g4, 
P v,x,z=x*v+ v*z-x*(zK- vv*)z+z,- v*v, 
and 
A,=Z,+ V*V. 
It is evident that 
P - p*,,z,x v,x,z and Pv,x,x = RE X. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space; let 
Ho= {XEH: llxll< 1) 
and, if H contains a unit vector u, let 
P,,={xEH:REx>O} 
where 
REx=2 Wx, 0) - Ilsvb)l12, qv(x)=x- (x, u) 0. 
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The main result of our paper is the following 
THEOREM 1. Let ‘9l be a J*-algebra. 
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(a) ZfF is a holomorphic map of 21z, into 211,, and X, ZE‘&,, then 
II b~z,CW)l II 6 II ~,(.W. (1) 
Let ‘?I be a J*-algebra containing a nonzero partial isometry V. 
(b) Zf F is a holomorphic map of ‘u, into B,, and X, ZE ‘$I,, then 
II ~,,,CW’)lII G II ~,(JX. (2) 
(c) If F is a holomorphic map of 23” into !I&,, and X, ZE BVv, then 
II~,,,CF(~)lll G II W,(X)II. (3) 
(d) If F is a holomorphic map of % V into 23 “, and X, Z E 8 “, then 
II W,,z,CF(X)lll G II WAWII. (4) 
From Theorem 1 we immediately get 
THEOREM 2. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. 
(a) If F is a holomorphic map of H, into H,, and x, ZE H,, then 
I1 - (F(x), F(z))1 G Cl - IIF(x)l121C1 - llF(~)l121 II1 - ll~ll’1c1- lIzll’1 
t51 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space containing a unit vector v. 
(b) If F is a holomorphic map of H, into P,., and x, ZE H,, then 
I(F(x), 0) + (v, F(z)) - (q,(F(x)), q,(f’(z)))l 
CRE F(x)lCRE F(z)1 
Cl - Il-4121c1 - 11~11’1 
z >I. (6) 
(c) If F is a holomorphic map of P, into H,, and x, z E P,, then 
II- (F(x), F(z))l G Cl - IIF(~)ll’1C~ - IIF(z)ll’1 [RE x][RE z] 
x I(4 v> + (z, 0) - (4”(X), 4”(Z)>l. (7) 
(d) If F is a holomorphic map of P, into P,, and x, z E P,, then 
I (F(x), 0) + (~3 F(z)) - (q,(F(x)h qu(F(z)))l 
CRE F(x)1 CRE F(z)1 
[RE x] [RE z] I<X? u> + <Z> v> - <4”(X), 4”(Z)>L (8) 
Theorems 1 and 2 may be called the Pick-Julia theorems. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
(a) Let T,, ZE ‘?I,, be a biholomorphic map of ‘3, into 211, defined 
by the formula [4, Theorem 2, p. 201, 
T,(X) = B,“2(X- Z)(Z,- Z*X)-’ A22, XE %, 
where A, = I, - Z*Z and B, = I, - ZZ*. Then (see [6, p. 1561) 
II T,z,CF(X)l II d TzW)II 
and 
(1 - II TzU’l12) ’ = II ~,GfN X ZE X,, 
and this implies (1). 
(b) By [S, Proposition 2, p. 1471, we can show that ,fV is a 
biholomorphic map of ‘?I0 onto 2J3,, defined by the formula 
fY(X) = BF”~(X+ V)(Z, - I/*X) ’ AF2, XE 91,. 
It is easy to check that 
f ;‘(A-)= B,“2(X- V)(Z,+ V*iYp’ Ay2, XEB3,, 
where A y = I, + I’* V and B ,, = I, + VV*. Consequently, 
II q/p I;,(z,C(f y ’ o mmlll G II U,(X)II (9) 
by virtue of Theorem l(a). But, for X, ZE % ,,, 
II~,I,~~,,,c.P,‘(~)lII = II~Aml (10) 
since V,&1/2=B-1/2Vc2 1/2v A;‘=Z,-2~‘V*V and 
I, - 2-l IV:, and (?) follows as a consequence of (9) and (10). 
B ‘= ” 
(c) We use the analogous argumentation to that given in the proof of 
(b); then FoS,, is a holomorphic map of 211, into ‘u,. 
(d) Inequality (4) is obtained by applying (1) to f; * 0 Fo fy and 
using relation (10). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Identifying H with 3’(“(@, H), we have 
z*x = (x, z), X,ZEH, (11) 
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and 
P “,x,z= (0, x> + (Z? u> - (q,(z)* x> 
= (4 x> + (2, u> - (q,(z), q,(x)) (12) 
because ( (x, v ) II, qu(z) ) = 0, x, z E H. Applying (11) and ( 12), from 
(l)-(4) we get (S)-(8), respectively. 
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